some cases when it returns nothing, but whenever it is humanly possible to make a determination it will make it. And when it does make a determination it is always right! Now let us construct a program What is HaltsOnItself( AntiDiag ) going to do? If it answers either true or false it will contradict itself and lose its status of infallibility. It will wisely stay silent. Most likely it will go into infinite recursion.
When inspecting AntiDiag( AntiDiag ) we notice that we are passing AntiDiag as a parameter to itself. Can we economize? In fact we can.
AntiSelf(void) { AntiDiag( AntiDiag ) }
The above is a self-refferential self-contradictory program. Now suppose that DoesHalt( HaltsOnItself, AntiSelf ) halts and says no. Is this possible?
Since HaltsOnItself( AntiSelf ) does not halt it does not say anything in particular about AntiSelf(). But the recursion theorem seems to say that if HaltsOnItself(AntiSelf) does not halt then AntiSelf() must not halt. Actually the recursion theorem says that if HaltsOnItself(AntiSelf) halts with a certain answer then AntiSelf() must halt with the same answer and vice versa. It does not say that if there is a proof that HaltsOnItself(AntiSelf) does not halt there must be a proof that AntiSelf() does not halt.
All the programs we have been discussing are listed in the table below. The programs in each column are equivalent to each other.
halts/NO~halts~T(halts)
DoesHalt(HaltsOnItself, AntiSelf) HaltsOnItself( AntiSelf ) AntiSelf()
Halt } Table 1 * * * * * Let us put the above in a perspective. Gödel's sentence is self-referential selfcontradictory just as AntiSelf(). The table below shows the comparisons.
Computability
Arithmetic Table 2 [It should be clear that 'Prf(x,y)' means that x is is (the Gödel number of) a proof of (the Gödel number of) y. '<#P#> ' means the Gödel number of P. The reason for the unorthodox notation is to make the multiple nesting more readable. 'This(y)' is satisfied only by <#~(Ex)(Ey)( (Prf(x,y) & This(y) )#>.]
Here the diagonal lemma seems to say that
That is if the left side is true then the right side must be true. Consequently when we prove the left side there must also be a proof of the right side. But this is only because of the absurd notion of "classical" logic that vacuous sentences are true. I have argued elsewhere (Newberry, 2016) that there are logics such that G, being vacuous, is neither true nor false, that is, the left side is true and the right side is not. The semantics is plausible, and I would argue more sensible than the "classical" one. (Newberry, 2014) No sound system based on this semantics should derive G when it derives '~(Ex)(Prf(x, <#G#> )'.
We can write little programs based on the logical expression on the right side of Table  1 .
ProgramContraSelf ( We can reason that "ProgramContraSelf_2() halts" cannot be effectively falsified. It would take an infinite number of iterations to do so. Hence it is not false. If we take the position that 'false' means "has been falsified" then the statement above it clearly not false as there is no way to falsify it. But if Prf() is sound then it is certainly not true that ProgramContraSelf() halts as a contradiction would follow. Thus "ProgramContraSelf() halts" is not true. Yet we cannot say that it is false. Given this semantics no sound decider should in fact prove that ProgramContraSelf() does not halt even though it might decide that HaltsOnItself(AntiSelf) does not.
Let us now briefly consider a program with one parameter below. That is, DoesHalt() will call itself recursively with parameters AntiDiag, AntiDiag. It will do so for ever as the only way to find out if DoesHalt( AntiDiag, AntiDiag ) is to find out if DoesHalt( AntiDiag, AntiDiag ). The very fact that DoesHalt( AntiDiag, AntiDiag ) goes into infinite recursion means that the determination if DoesHalt( AntiDiag, AntiDiag ) is true or false cannot be made. Such is the semantics of DoesHalt(). Hence it is ~(T v F). After all DoesHalt() is a predicate, and its truth values depend on its semantics. But DoesHalt() does know that AntiSelf() goes into infinite recursion, i.e. that it cannot determine if "AntiSelf() halts" is T v F. In other words DoesHalt() knows that "AntiSelf() halts" is ~(T v F) because it can determine that HaltsOnItself( AntiSelf ) does not halt.
The argument has been made, in a similar but necessarily the same context as ours, that if DoesHalt() is sound then DoesHalt( AntiDiag, AntiDiag) must not halt, "but the algorithm cannot know this". (Penrose, 1989, p. 65) Let us ponder this. Nothing in mathematics can be the case unless it is provable. If the algorithm "does not know it" it means that it cannot be proven. And if it cannot be proven then it cannot be the case.
That is, "AntiSelf()" halts is not false. But clearly it is not true for a contradiction would occur. I was wondering how anything could possibly be the case without it being provable. Perhaps a machine not halting is some absolute Platonic fact. If so then the Liar Paradox is a proof of the existence of a Platonic universe. I do not know how anyone could seriously entertain such an idea. * * * * * Compare all this with Gaifman's solution of the Liar Paradox:
The following two-line puzzle will serve as our standard example.
Line 1 The sentence on line 1 is not true. Line 2 The sentence on line 1 is not true.
Let us take a closer look at the failure of the line 1 sentence. To get the truth-value of the negated sentence ('The sentence written in/on ... is not true') we should apply (*) and follow it up by applying the rule for negation (where the latter step is supposed to reverse the truthvalue). In the case of the line 1 sentence, the evaluation does not terminate; the sentence sends us back to the starting point. . . . The closed loop yields a non-terminating evaluation, and for this reason alone the sentence is not true. . . . The conclusion that the line 1 sentence is not true reflects the realization that the straightforward implementation of (*) fails. It is expressed by using tokens different from the line 1 token, e.g., the other tokens on this page, including the one on line 2. The other tokens succeed because they are external to the loop produced by the first token. 
